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Pure1
Reach the next level in predictive support with AI-driven management and full-stack analytics.

Pure1® cloud-based management and effortless predictive support dramatically raised the bar in the storage industry. Now Pure extends that leadership with full-stack analytics and the AI-driven power of Pure1 Meta™ analytics platform—the global predictive intelligence enabling our vision for self-driving storage.

Storage that Drives Itself
For all the storage users who for years endured a complex and expensive storage management and support model, Pure1 demonstrated that there was a better way, by delivering storage management and support that was effortless, intelligent, and frustration-free. With the global predictive intelligence of Pure1 Meta, you can now get storage that drives itself—while enabling you to focus on innovating for your business.

Leveraging the accumulated real-time call-home data of 19,000+ cloud-connected arrays and deploying machine learning predictive analytics, Meta is the AI engine for Pure1 services that will deliver the next level in management and support as described below.

Predictive intelligence: Get AI-driven forecasting of capacity and performance needs over time, plus modeling of your workload optimizations and hardware upgrades.

Full-stack analysis: Access critical information about the health and functioning of your entire stack, right up to each VM.

Above-and-beyond support: Pure1 support includes continuous monitoring and proactive resolution of issues before they become problems. We’ll even handle your upgrades, which you can schedule from Pure1.

Meta AI Engine
- Delivers global predictive intelligence
- Draws on 1 trillion data points collected and analyzed from 19,000+ cloud-connected arrays
- Performance forecasting and workload simulation provide worry-free consolidation and workload optimization

Full-Stack Analytics
- Provides critical insight up the stack
- Gives topology view to simplify VM troubleshooting
- Reduces meantime to resolution

Customer-first Support
- Includes predictive analytics and ultra-proactive support staff
- Net Promoted score of 86.6 — Top 1% in customer satisfaction as validated by Satmetrix

Partner with the Leader
- Gartner Magic Quadrant leader for primary storage
Global Predictive Intelligence Powers Pure1

Pure1 Meta leverages machine learning artificial intelligence to make the Pure customer experience ever more effortless. Meta applies predictive analytics to a massive collection of storage array performance data to enable both a white glove customer support experience and breakthrough capabilities like accurate performance and capacity forecasting.

One trillion data points per day: Pure1 Meta receives a rich set of telemetry data from each of the 19,000+ cloud-connected Pure Storage arrays currently deployed. Sensors at multiple levels — from the array itself to external, connected devices — provide more than 1 trillion data points per day, which to date has created a data lake of more than 15+ PB that Meta is able to analyze.

Generating workload DNA: With visibility into the performance of more than 100,000 workloads, Pure1 Meta generates workload DNA — workload profiles based on deep analytics of key performance characteristics. From this continuously-refined set of profiles, Meta gives you critical insights on how the workloads on FlashArray™ storage will interact with each other, how they will grow over time in terms of capacity and performance, and whether a new workload will fit on an existing array or a completely new array. The result? Worry-free consolidation and planning for future expansion.

Real-time scanning for issue fingerprints: Pure1 Meta also scans telemetry data continuously to protect Pure Storage arrays from known vulnerabilities and to alert you to potential issues beyond the array that may have an effect on performance. Pure1 Support develops issue fingerprints — a set of data points that uniquely predict an issue — and Meta then uses these fingerprints to examine incoming data from our global installed base of arrays. When Meta finds a match, the customer is notified, and Pure1 Support automatically opens a ticket and proactively remediates the situation, even before an issue has occurred.

Pure1 Meta is constantly getting better: The global predictive intelligence of Meta is always expanding and refining what it knows about array performance and health, moving toward a future of self-driving storage. That means even less time spent thinking about storage and more time driving the business forward.
Al-Driven Management and Planning

**Pure1 enables simple management:** Manage all your Pure arrays, from any device, with just a web browser or the Pure1 Mobile App. Pure1 leverages AI to deliver industry-first capabilities that dramatically simplify management and planning. With Pure1, there simply won’t be much for you to do. If something does require your attention, the Pure1 Mobile App will let you know.

**Pure1 Workload Planner delivers Insight:** The expanded Workload Planner enables you to use AI to better understand your environment and identify optimization opportunities. With Meta’s Workload DNA modeling, Pure1 can predict array capacity and performance, model hardware upgrades, and preview your environment based on workload changes. In particular, Workload Planner will:

- Illustrate the effects of potential capacity and/or performance upgrades on all workloads in your environment — even when moving from //M to //X.
- Show the performance and capacity results over time of scaling or deleting particular workloads.
- Model the effect of migrating a workload — on both host and target array.
- Show you the effect of cloning a workload within your environment. Model the effect of migrating a workload — on both host and target array.

**Pure1 provides consistent APIs across your cloud:** Connect to Pure’s on-premises and cloud-based storage offerings — and automate deployments — in the same way via Pure’s consistent APIs. Develop your apps once and deploy seamlessly across your hybrid cloud.

Full-Stack Visibility and Analytics

**Pure1 VM Analytics (VMA) extends analytics beyond storage:** Pure1 has long featured deep analytics on your storage infrastructure. But now Pure1 extends that visibility up the stack to give you deep performance metrics on volumes and VMs in your VMware environments, enabling fast and efficient troubleshooting: with visibility throughout the stack. You now have insight into the latency, bandwidth, and IOPs of your workflows — and the data points you need to quickly resolve issues and pinpoint latency problems or other bottlenecks.
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With support for VMFS, vVolS, NFS and vSAN, get comprehensive analytics and visibility into your virtual environments. Effortlessly analyze your environments with VMA Reports that provide the following critical information:

- Top 10 VMs and hosts
- Datastore capacity growth
- Best practices violations

These reports are customizable by vCenter, data center and cluster and can be delivered right into your inbox.

**Survey your fleet with Pure1:** Pure1 puts your entire fleet at your fingertips via our Global Dashboard. Cloud-connected analytics and reporting keep you updated on the health and performance of your storage, as well as providing recommended actions. Get key metrics on every FlashArray, FlashBlade™ storage or Cloud Block Store™ offering, see recent notifications and updates, and track your replication schedule. Pure1 is SaaS-based, so all reporting can be accessed with any browser — even on your phone.

**Keep track of snapshots, replications and array performance:** With Pure1, you get a wealth of simple-to-understand metrics on the health and performance of your infrastructure. See all your snapshots in one place — whether the target is an on-premises FlashArray, FlashBlade, another NFS target, or public cloud (like Amazon S3). Confirm that your ActiveCluster™ volumes are in sync, and check your RPO status. Track performance and capacity consumption in real-time, at a granular level, or drill down to see capacity usage trends over months, performance detail over hours, and historical replication metrics.

**Focused on Customer Satisfaction**

Pure’s industry-leading customer satisfaction is driven by continuous monitoring, proactive support at every stage, and our driving philosophy: Always do what is right for the customer. Whatever the situation may be, we focus on delivering a solution — so that you can focus on growing your business. What’s the best gauge of our customers’ happiness? A Satmetrix-validated NPS score of 86.6, which puts us in the top 1% of all businesses.

Pure1 Support has been a core factor in Pure delivering proven 99.9999% availability for FlashArray, inclusive of maintenance and generational upgrades. Continuous monitoring, predictive analytics, and proactive responses have all played essential roles in keeping our customers’ data online and productive.

**Manage with SaaS-Like Simplicity**

Whether managing locally or from the cloud, there’s never any software to install, upgrade, or manage — and no need for any extra servers. Pure1’s cloud-based model is like SaaS, so our continuous improvements are available to you instantly.

**Smart People + Smart Technology**

Pure’s proactive and predictive support experience combines top industry talent with the global predictive intelligence of Pure1 Meta to go beyond just detecting potential issues — we aim to fix issues before they become problems — and even before you notice the issue. We open the majority of support cases, and to date we’ve resolved more than 500 Sev1 cases before they affected our customers.
We Monitor Your Environment

With Pure’s proactive support, our team becomes your team. Our experts keep tabs on your arrays at all times, helping you through upgrades, responding within minutes for any Sev 1 incident, and ready to notify you if we need your assistance. If you do call us, we’ll be standing by with instant access to L2 support. As we work with you, our goal is to resolve issues and maintain availability while providing an unmatched, global support experience that is 100% Pure.

We Resolve Issues Before They Happen

Predictive support means you’ll be delighted when we find and fix issues you did not even know existed. Pure1 Meta provides big data predictive analytics and machine learning built around our array telemetry to identify and resolve issues before they affect you. Pure arrays send home logs every 30 seconds*, which Meta compares against a growing issue fingerprint library. If any matches are found, Pure1 opens incidents automatically and notifies support staff of a potential customer issue.

Additional Resources

- FlashArray//X Data Sheet
- FlashArray C Data Sheet
- FlashBlade Data Sheet
- Purity Data Sheet

* This applies to non-dark sites only.